
Present Perfect Passive Form

Name: Date: __/__/20__

What is strangest in our narrative ____________________ to be true.1.
(declare)

has been declared

Contemporary spellings _____________________ even when
inconsistent.
2.

(retain)
have been retained

We ____________________ for the last three months.3. (worry)have been worried

A copy of a 1711 edition _____________________.4. (not/find)has not been found

They say he _____________________ from his service, and is now
avoided by every one.
5.

(dismiss)
has been dismissed

It _____________________ since the Civil War.6. (not/load)hasn't been loaded

Some illustrations __________________ to positions closer to their
appearance in the text.
7.

(move)
have been moved

They ______________________ in the progress of the narrative: I need
not return to them.
8.

(exhibit)
have been exhibited

From other sources and opportunities a partial idea of it
____________________.
9.

(obtain)has been obtained

You feel that you ______________________ of something.10. (defraud)have been defrauded

Many a soul _____________________ by it.11. (entrap)has been entrapped

You know it _____________________ on the cloth market at Paris.12.
(practise)

has been practised

It ________________ that idleness is the parent of mischief, which is very
true; but mischief itself is merely an attempt to escape from the dreary
vacuum of idleness.

13.

(say)

has been said

I ______________________ twice for my efforts.14. (shatter)have been shattered

A few brief additions _________________ to the original text.15. (make)have been made
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Many theories _____________________, but science has at last replied
with some authority.
16.

(advance)
have been advanced

It has not been changed, but a few obvious errors
______________________.
17.

(correct)have been corrected

For the last fortnight she ____________________ in society.18. (not/see)has not been seen

On these spots monuments ____________________.19. (erect)have been erected

It is proper to call, after an engagement _____________________, or a
marriage has taken place, in the family.
20.

(announce)
has been announced
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